
APPLICATION FOR A DANISH RECORD

 This application is hereby made for the following result to be recognized as a Danish senior- or
juniorrecord in a competition approved by the Danish Athletic Federation or a member of the IAAF.

Town _____________________ Name of stadium ___________________________

Meeting organizer_____________________

Date of meeting _________________ Time of event ______________________

Event ___________________ Result *) _______________________

Full name of competitor ______________________________________________

Date of birth __________________ Member of (club) _________________

Is the competitor entitled to start for DAF _________

The organizers

Does the stadium complies with the IAAF specifications ? _____

Were the judges used during the event autorised ? ____________

Windspeed in the direction of running measured in m/sec + or -  ________________

Copy of the results card and the official resultlist must be enclosed with the record application.

In the track events where electrical timing is used, a copy of the photo finish picture must be enclosed
with the record application.

Name______________________________________

(signature of the chief referee)

Address ___________________________________

*) Results achieved in combined events must be specified on the back side.



Regarding jumping and throwing events

We hereby confirm, that the achieved result was measured with a steel- or fiberglass subsidiary a
optical device.
The last time the optical device was adjusted were  ____________________

We hereby certify that the shot/discus/hammer/javelin used in the record conform with the relevant
IAAF rule.

Name ____________ Address ____________

1. __________________________ ___________________________________________

2. __________________________ ___________________________________________

3. __________________________ ___________________________________________

Regarding track events

The watches used during the event has been certifed and approved, date ________________

the electrical timing used was certified and approved, date : ____________
(copy of the last service report must be anclosed (not more than 4 years old))

Time 1 ________    Name_________________________ Address ____________________________

Time 2 ________    Name_________________________ Address ____________________________

Time 3 ________    Name_________________________ Address ____________________________

Regarding combined events

Specification for record application in combined events / combined throwing events - including
windspeeds

1. _______________________ 6. _______________________

2. _______________________ 7. _______________________

3. _______________________ 8. _______________________

4. _______________________ 9. _______________________

5. _______________________ 10. ______________________

Sign. ___________________________

                   Meeting organizer __________________________    Date______________  


